
The original “mind sport” brought 
into the present - and your organisation  

Chess needs no introduction as one of the all-time great games, and its association with 
problem-solving is well-deserved (witness the codebreakers at Bletchley Park). Used 
successfully in company resilience programs by IP Australia, its depth, history and culture 
make it worth fostering in your organisation.

gameAhead™ Kings and Queens assumes no initial knowledge and focuses on those 
aspects of the game that generate positive organisational outcomes, with challenge and fun 
along the way. Our exclusive ChessCards (included) allow different skill levels to play and 
learn together, and you can choose either traditional or our exclusive “Lines of Action” 
pieces. 

Course outcomes include:
• Learning a respected, widely-played and compelling strategy game
• Developing of forward planning and deductive reasoning
• Understanding how to use strategy games to train cognitive skills
• Developing opportunities within the business to use mind sports to build team spirit

The workshop can be taken as a standalone unit or as a gateway into our Productivity 
Program, where we work with you to expand upon particular performance areas you want 
to grow within your organisation. It also makes a excellent element for a staff “away day”.

All materials and resources are provided and remain yours after the workshop to support 
refresher and reinforcement activities.
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gameAhead™ Kings and Queens 
accelerate your team to great



Why Chess Works
Table-top gaming has undergone a renaissance in recent years as 
a counterpoint to the constant distractions of online life. Chess 
crosses cultural and linguistic barriers in your organisation, 
bridging teams and fostering working relationships.

Chess is renowned for allowing engagement at many levels: 
individuals can always find something challenging yet within their 
grasp. Attendees do not just learn skills, but a source of 
enjoyment and a place in a global community that will last their 
entire lives.

Two Ways to Play
When you book the course we discuss your team’s needs and 
profile and recommend whether to teach using traditional pieces 
or our exclusive “Lines of Action” abstract design. The latter aids 
learning and presents a clean, legacy-free look.

gameAhead™ Kings and Queens - Workshop Delivery
gameAhead™ Kings and Queens can be delivered in your workplace or at an external 
venue. All that is required is a suitable room with:
• Seating and table space for the attendees and workshop leader (allow one A2-sized area 

minimum per person)
• A projection surface (wall, projection screen) and position for a projector and laptop

If you desire assistance with locating and booking a suitable meeting room we can provide 
this service for a nominal fee.

The course content is arranged into two 4-hour blocks, which can be taken independently 
or together as a single 8-hour course. The 8-hour course may be taken in a single day or 
spread out as you prefer. For current pricing, consult our website  or contact us. Attendees 1

who already know the rules of chess may choose to skip block A, although we would 
recommend they talk to the trainer first.

If you wish to tailor the workshop content or pacing then contact us directly: we will be 
happy to discuss your needs and provide a quotation.

For highly-skilled individuals who can benefit from taking the concepts and approaches in 
gameAhead™ to the next level, we recommend our Personal Performance Coaching  2

service.

 https://www.beyondtheboardtraining.com/pricing1

 https://www.beyondtheboardtraining.com/coaching2
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gameAhead™ Kings and Queens - Course Content
Attendees: 4 to 12, even numbers preferred

While individual elements of the course have been designed to focus on particular learning 
outcomes, throughout the session the workshop leader works with the attendees to 
identify instructive elements as they appear.

 

Block A (Typical duration 4 hours) Chess from 
Scratch

Introduction: The Game of Kings and Queens History and Benefits

The Board and the Square (The King) Deduction and Planning

Lines of Power (The Rook, Bishop and Queen) Visualisation

Spheres of Influence (The Knight) Geometry and Parity

Deviation and Transformation (The Pawn) Patterns and Plans

“You Can Play!” Recap, Q&A and Action Plan

Block B (Typical duration 4 hours) Introducing ChessCards

Introduction: The Equaliser

Using ChessCards Team bonding

Learning how to Learn Metacognition

Puzzles and Resources Independent Learning

The Unfolding World of Games Choosing Games to Match Goals

Recap, Q&A and Action Plan
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gameAhead™ - Workshop Leader
This gameAhead™ workshop has been devised by 
Beyond The Board’s Process and Gamification 
consultant, Vince Negri BSc ARCS. With over 20 years 
of industry experience, Vince has drawn on the latest 
research in occupational psychology and game-based 
learning to create an format that works across a 
broad spectrum of employee roles, from customer 
service through knowledge workers to senior 
decision makers. 

Contact Us:

Beyond the Board Training
20 Lambert Place
Lewes, BN7 2EL

info@beyondtheboardtraining.com
www.beyondtheboardtraining.com

Tel: +44 (0) 773 173 9325
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